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About This Content

Composer Austin Wintory builds on his BAFTA-nominated score to The Banner Saga with yet another large and dramatic
orchestral wind ensemble approach, performed by the Colorado Symphony. The score again features YouTube stars Taylor

Davis, Malukah and Peter Hollens, and introduces a new group, the brilliant Icelandic band Árstíðir.

Track List

01 An Oath, Until The End

02 The World is Breaking

03 Faces to the Wind

04 Minds like Streams and Streams like Minds

05 A Path through the Skies

06 Under the Black Banner

07 Only Snow can Shield the Sun

08 Blades Yearn for Courageous Blood
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09 Promises of Sanctuary

10 The Endlessly Grasping Bogs

11 Descended from Fire

12 Dragons in the Mud

13 Deep into the Rocks

14 Even the Trees can Smell your Blood

15 To the Skies

16 Children of the Fallen

17 Broken Shells

18 From the Shouting Rocks, His Eyes finally Opened

19 Paths Part

20 The Twilight Flight

21 With Eyes to the Endless Sun

22 Walls like Mountains

23 More Stars Tonight than Last Night

24 Threads Unweave

25 Our Steps, To the Night
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I like Black Ink - it's an interesting alternative to other digital drawing/paining programs. I wish there was a Mac version, but oh
well.. This is quite simply one of the most apalling games of all time. I've just reinstalled it to give it a second chance and
somehow, after more than three years of suppoed development, the game is actually worse than it was in 2014.

If it won't get removed from the Steam marketplace, at least the continuing and rising mountain of negative reviews should stop
anyone else from wasting their money.

I'm off to find a copy of Buzz Aldrin's Race Into Space.. There's an achievement early on in Tulpa, called "Could I have skipped
this?". My answer to the game is yes, I could have skipped this, and watched a movie instead - it would've been better use of my
time and money.

A mediocre game in the style of Limbo and many other recent atmospheric indie platformers, it vaguely hints at a tragic story
with death and suicide imagery, but never elaborates. A shapeshifting tree and colour-changing background mark the major
acts. Imagery is taken from a number of real-world religions and occult practices, but is never used meaningfully. There is more
story in the Steam Cards than in the game itself. The art is at best sufficient for the tone and atmosphere, and at worst
reminiscent of a 15-year-old pagan art student's sketchbook. The title of the game isn't even justified within the experience. The
payoff is unsatisfactory and inconclusive.

The game mechanics are near identical to another, superior game which is itself average at best - Never Alone (Kisima
Inŋitchuŋa), which had the decency to include narration, a good story and relatable characters, as well as a full documentary on
the history and culture of its setting. The tutorial text offers more exposition than any of the non-sequitur and esoteric actions
you have to perform to progress. The platforming is poor to downright inadequate, with sloppy physics objects that you click
and drag to build bridges or click on, elements to interact with, but only when directly controlling the tulpa (often leading the
host to her death if you move more than a little distance away from her). The host herself has simple push/drag abilities, which
are still somehow made awkward through an unusual choice of key, and a jump which is prone to not working near the very
same edges it is necessary to jump from in order to not fall, shatter, and be forced to repeat the simple drag-and-drop puzzle for
the eighth time.

Strongly advise against playing this unpolished and lacking experience.. Before playing Katana X, I did not believe a game could
be both frantic and deeply relaxing. The core gameplay of this game may seem overly simple, but the action is astonishingly
addictive. Unlike the classic mobile game Fruit Ninja, the nuanced physics and demanding rigor of Katana X touches to
something more significant within me. The smooth sweeping strikes one must perform to score well in Katana X deceive me
into believing that I may have missed my true calling as a swordsman.

And therein lies the draw of Katana X. Not once before in VR or in any other medium have I felt like I was actually using a
sword. Whether it be Wii Motion Plus's 1:1 sword battles or the swordsman in Raw Data, eventually all these previous
experiences have resulted in me seeing beyond the presentation and result in me waggling my "sword" around violently, without
any care or elegance, like someone trying to distract a free throwing basketball player with a foam finger. In Katana X the sword
has finally become real.
. ARCADE SAGA is great! imagine games like holoball, racket nx and those longbow games on steroids! 3 polished games with
high replay value at a fair price. i like "fracture" most, it's an insane fast first person breakout in vr. lots of upgrades and online
leaderboards, it's VERY well done!. Im here for the PLOT.

But in all seriousness the story is all random♥♥♥♥♥♥with hot girls who are aparrently boys?
F*** if i know.. i like this game a lot!
very nice futuristic atmosphere and as every level has its own highscore table, marble void is highly addicting! :)
the pickups in form of orbs can be used to unlock bonus features like two mini games, a level editor and they are also important
to get a perfect score (and achievements of course) or to skip levels where one is stuck.
the game is very hard or at least it gets very hard after the first half. i liked easy and medium mode very much, but the hard
levels are pretty tough and require a lot of patience and skills. i don't know about the extreme levels yet :)
but in this way, it works for both casual playing and deep mastering. there is always something to do: speedruns, orb collecting,
gambling (the "orb drop" mini game is kind of a slot machine), working on the current level.... Omg love the game after the
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update! Haven't played much on my account but i have played with friends. The waves isn't as bothering anymore and the
stunting challanges and stunting in general is much more fun!

I recommend you to buy this game!. I only bought this game because I had a coupon and its not very fun.
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CHILDHOOD 1986 !!!. It has this bug at the beginning of the game to where i cant unlock it or even play the game in its self
because of this.

I know this will never be fixed.

Which is the saddest part of all.. STOP ! ! ! ! !
step 1 never buy this
step 2 deinstall if u buy it
step 3 buy a good game
or if u like buying♥♥♥♥♥♥ENJOY. Very well-done game with a combination of point-and-click adventure aspects and
hidden object\/puzzles. Compared to some, this game focuses more on the puzzles and less on HO scenes.

The story was engagingly creepy and while not entirely original, was entertaining. The back story was fairly formulaic but as it's
fed to the player in small bits, via diary entries mostly, the somewhat predictable history of the villain did not detract from the
story. What helped this is that the game didn't bonk you in the head with information about the villain; to some extent you have
to imagine the events leading up to the events of the game and to me, at least, that makes it more mysterious and creepy. The
villain manages to be both over-the-top psycho and creepy. It's a combination that doesn't always work, but it does here. It helps
that the voice acting isn't terrible (a curse that many of these games have).

Minigame puzzles were generally challenging without being obnoxious or illogical; only a couple were somewhat tedious. There
is a convenient skip button for people that are stuck (or impatient).

Hidden object scenes were not overly challenging but did take some thought. Graphically, scenes weren't grainy and it wasn't
hard to distinguish objects from one another. Objects are appropriately named (no searching for a "soccer ball" that turns out to
be a volleyball, etc.).

All in all, this is one of the better choices for this genre of game.. Wonderful videogame!! If you are fan of Lemmings and Cut
the Rope, this game is PERFECT!!
Well, no more to say. Just play it!. OK, so this game fails on multiple levels.

First, it's tedious. You work and develop your dungeon and squads of units but, even though you have a single entrance to your
level, the heroes create ladders that can appear anywhere in your dungeon and enter through there. You then have to deploy all
your troops to the ladder to destroy it. As you lose the level if they get to your vaults and escape with any gold, and as the
ladders can appear right in front of vaults; it can end a level with little warning.

Second, the overworld missions require you to split your forces between a defense force and an assault force as the time spent
on the overworld continues to pass in the underworld and those ladders keep reappearing. It becomes a scripted game:
1) level everyone up to level 3 squads,
2) wait til the ladder or ladders appear, destroy the attack,
3) take your least damaged squads and send them up to the surface to attack the nearest enemies; likely to die.
4) While 3 is going on, retrain your defense squads.
5) Create new squads then start at 1

Eventually you'll either break the back of the level or die and have to try again, reliving the whole hour you spent on it.

Finally, it's just a bad game with hit\/miss humor and bad implementations. In the original release, there is a puzzle that you
click on a book and it reads a logic puzzle to you to solve to arrange 5 colored lights on pillars. Somewhere during th production
of the game, they decided that you'd only get to hear the text once and you couldn't reactivate it to even read the clues to solve
the puzzle. So, if you didn't realize clicking the book would trigger a puzzle; you were forced to hit the forums or brute force the
puzzle (while being attacked by ladders in your main base). Since then, they added a text wall to read the puzzle and added
symbols to the lights but, this reflects the lack of quality that I saw in the game. I played for 20 hours and completed probably
half the campaign but, I was completely and utterly underwhelmed by the lack of polish, the frustration of bugged levels forcing
me to repeat missions that wouldn't trigger properly.

In conclusion, I recommend you avoid this game.. Kinda sa but it's dead. Also it is lacking in a lot of areas anyway. Guns of
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Icarus is better but even that is still boring.. This game is fun to play. Best to play with another friend for duo mode. Horizon
Source now this I'm impressed. Thought Horizon Source wouldn't make a return, but as soon as I logged onto Steam and looked
at the store, I saw this game called The Ark of Horizon. God bless the developer. Yes there are bots in this game, that is only
because the player base is not that high. Until the game has more players, the bots will be less and less. Thank you for bringing
the game back. <33333 UwU
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